Degree competences to which the subject contributes

Specific:

13340. Apply scientific concepts to environmental problems and their correlation with technological concepts.

13343. Identify, define and propose technological management and appropriate solution to an environmental problem.

13345. Ask practically, with an economic perspective and according to the applicable environmental legislation, environmental management tools and environmental risk assessment.

13346. Plan and schedule projects according to parameters cross-project evaluation, develop and organize their basic documentation and analyze technical and economic viability.

Transversal:

8558. ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION: Being aware of and understanding how companies are organised and the principles that govern their activity, and being able to understand employment regulations and the relationships between planning, industrial and commercial strategies, quality and profit.

8560. SUSTAINABILITY AND SOCIAL COMMITMENT: Being aware of and understanding the complexity of the economic and social phenomena typical of a welfare society, and being able to relate social welfare to globalisation and sustainability and to use technique, technology, economics and sustainability in a balanced and compatible manner.

8561. TEAMWORK: Being able to work in an interdisciplinary team, whether as a member or as a leader, with the aim of contributing to projects pragmatically and responsibly and making commitments in view of the resources that are available.

8562. EFFECTIVE USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES: Managing the acquisition, structuring, analysis and display of data and information in the chosen area of specialisation and critically assessing the results obtained.

8563. FOREIGN LANGUAGE: Achieving a level of spoken and written proficiency in a foreign language, preferably English, that meets the needs of the profession and the labour market.
Teaching methodology

The course consists of 3 hours per week of classroom activity (large size group).

The classes in the large size groups are devoted to theoretical issues, in which the basic concepts and topics of the subject are introduced, and some exercises and questions are performed.

Support material in the form of a detailed teaching plan is also provided using the virtual campus ATENEA: contents, conducted learning program and assessment activities, and also the relevant literature.

Learning objectives of the subject

CE01 - Apply scientific concepts to environmental problems and their correlation with technological concepts.
CE04 - Identify, define and propose technological management and appropriate solution to an environmental problem.
CE06 - Ask practically, with an economic perspective and according to the applicable environmental legislation, environmental management tools and environmental risk assessment.
CE07 - Plan and schedule projects according to parameters cross-project evaluation, develop and organize their basic documentation and analyze technical and economic viability.

Understand the context in which they have developed environmental policies.
Meet environmental legislative framework and the main regulations that develop it.
Analyzes the economic factors associated with environmental management.
Understands the concepts and actions resulting from the prevention and control of pollution.
Know the main elements associated with environmental management.
Apply environmental management tools.
To assess environmental risk analysis for human health and ecosystems.
Meet the analysis tools lifecycle and sustainability, and its practical application.
Solidify the main knowledge that characterize and define the project methodologies and their application to the field of Environmental Engineering.
Acquire knowledge and skills to manage environmental projects, evaluating alternatives and making decisions about their viability.
Definition applies methods and project management in the development of an environmental project (case study).
Learn in a practical way the dynamics of multidisciplinary teamwork.

Setting development of environmental policies:
Development and implementation of environmental policies. International framework.
Environmental policy in the EU.
Geopolitical considerations: International regional, state, EU.
Environmental Legislation:
Sources and principles of environmental law.
Type of legal techniques of environmental protection.
Instruments of direct regulation of polluting activities.
Environmental responsibility.
Stewardship of the environment.
Sectoral Environmental Protection.
Economic aspects of environmental management:
Introduction to environmental economics.
Economic and regulatory policy.
Methods of environmental economic evaluation.
Cost / benefit and economic risks.
Business and environment: environmental accounting.
Once the module is finished, the student will be able to:
- Apply principles and concepts of economics in the analysis of basic environmental problems.
- Analyze the influence of public and private decision-making and environmental regulation in public and private management means ambiente.
- Consider the application of various Organization and management techniques in the production of goods using natural resources from sources alternatives.
- Quantify the environmental costs and benefits associated with the production of goods using natural resources from alternative sources.

### Study load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Total learning time:</strong> 125h</th>
<th>Theory classes: 15h</th>
<th>12.00%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Practical classes: 10h</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laboratory classes: 10h</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guided activities: 10h</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self study: 80h</td>
<td>64.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Learning time: 14h 23m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foundations of microeconomics</strong></td>
<td>Theory classes: 6h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self study : 8h 23m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description:**
The fundamental concepts of economic analysis are presented. These concepts allow to analyze the decisions of the major economic actors (both private and public), and under different market structures.

**Specific objectives:**
Mastering the key instruments, both public and private economic analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Learning time: 57h 35m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction to environmental economics</strong></td>
<td>Theory classes: 24h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self study : 33h 35m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description:**
- Introduction to the Basics of Public Economics.
- Introduction to the main instruments of Environmental Policy.
- Introduction to environmental assessment methodologies.
- Indirect methods: Cost Travel, avoided costs and hedonic price.
- Direct methods: Contingent Valuation.
- Other.

Description and theoretical foundations of the main environmental valuation methodologies.

**Specific objectives:**
Applying Organizational and Management Techniques in Real Productions of Natural Resources through the effects from alternative sources. Assess effects of Social and Private Partners in Real Productions through Natural Resources from alternatives. Estimation of sources of main social and private problems linked to the functioning of the production company of Natural Resources from alternative sources.

Explore the diversity of ways in which environment and social difference are intertwined and how the justice of their interrelationship matters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Learning time: 14h 23m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental valuation methods. Case studies</strong></td>
<td>Practical classes: 6h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self study : 8h 23m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description:**
Consider the main problems linked to external private and a business producing goods using natural resources.

**Specific objectives:**
Knowledge of the main instruments of economic environmental analysis.
Evaluation

The final mark is calculated as a weighted sum of the qualifications obtained in a final exam (50%), the evaluation of a real case (25%), and the evaluation of a proposed paper:

Final Mark: 0.5*Final Exam + 0.25*Case + 0.25*Evaluation

Qualification system

Evaluation.
The final mark is calculated as a weighted sum of the qualifications obtained in a final exam (50%), the evaluation of a real case (25%), and the evaluation of a proposed paper:

Final Mark: 0.5*Final Exam + 0.25*Case + 0.25*Evaluation

Regulations for carrying out activities

Failure to perform a laboratory or continuous assessment activity in the scheduled period will result in a mark of zero in that activity.
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